Abstract. Nowadays fuzzy neural networks have been successfully applied to intelligent diagnosis of many diseases. This paper applies union-based fuzzy neural networks to intelligent diagnosis of hepatitis disease that is very common in the world and needs to be diagnosed exactly. Union-based fuzzy neural networks can guarantee a reduced knowledge base with subset of all possible rules by allowing union in the rule antecedent. Genetic algorithms optimize the binary connections of the union-based rule antecedent fuzzy neural networks, and then gradient-based learning refines the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To show the applicability of the proposed method, we consider the hepatitis disease dataset available on the Machine Learning Repository site at the University of California at Irvine.
Introduction
Recently, artificial intelligence-based automatic diagnosis of disease becomes more important field because the artificial intelligence area has been highly developed, e.g. AlphaGo. Automatic diagnosis of disease requires more accurate results. Therefore, artificial intelligence can satisfy that requirement and assist Doctors' decision. Artificial intelligence-based automatic diagnosis of hepatitis disease has been considered in many researches [1] - [3] . This paper applied union-based fuzzy neural networks to intelligent diagnosis of hepatitis disease that is very common in the world and needs to be diagnosed exactly. Union-based fuzzy neural networks can guarantee a reduced knowledge base with subset of all possible rules by allowing union in the rule antecedent. Genetic algorithms (GA) [4] optimize the binary connections of the union-based fuzzy neural networks, and then gradient-based learning refines the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To show the applicability of the proposed method, we consider the hepatitis disease dataset available on the Machine Learning Repository site at the University of California at Irvine.
Union-based Fuzzy Neural Networks [5]
This paper is a new application version of the union-based fuzzy neural networks, proposed by the author in [5] , to intelligent diagnosis of hepatitis disease. Therefore, the same version of union-based fuzzy neural networks and its optimization method in [5] are used in this paper. For this reason, all of this section directly refers to [5] . For more details about the union-based fuzzy neural networks, please refer to [5] .
AND neuron is a nonlinear logic processing element with n-inputs x [0,1] n producing an output y governed by the expression y = AND(x; w) ) s (
where w denotes an n-dimensional vector of adjustable connections (weights). "s" denoting some s-norm and "t" standing for a t-norm. Individual inputs (coordinates of x) are combined or-wise with the corresponding weights and these results produced at the level of the individual aggregation are aggregated and-wise with the aid of the tnorm.
By reverting the order of the t-and s-norms in the aggregation of the inputs, we end up with a category of OR neurons,
To construct the networks, we first elaborate on the union-based logic processor (ULP) which consists of OR and AND fuzzy neurons, as shown in Fig. 1 , where,
are the membership grades of the fuzzy sets N (negative), Z (zero) and P (positive) for the input variable xi, i=1,2,3,4, respectively. An important characteristic of ULP is that union operation of input fuzzy sets is allowed to appear in their antecedents, i.e., incomplete structure. For fuzzy system of complex processes with high input dimension, the ULP is preferable because it achieves bigger coverage of input domain compared to the complete structure. For example, consider a system with x1, x2 as its inputs and y as its output characterized by three linguistic terms, N, Z and P, respectively. The incomplete structure rule 'If x1=N then y=N' covers the following three complete structure rules: (x1=N) and (x2=N) Fig. 2 describes the union-based fuzzy neural networks constructed with the aid of ULPs. The OR neurons in the output layer are placed to aggregate the outputs of ULPs for each corresponding consequences. In Fig. 2 , the connections to the ULPs are described as bold lines which contain a set of connection lines as shown in Fig. 1 . The only parameter that has to be controlled in this network is the number of ULP (NU), which will be set large enough in the experiment.
Experimental Results
In this paper, we consider hepatitis disease dataset available on the Machine Learning Repository site at the University of California at Irvine. It has 155 instances (32 cases of die, 123 cases of alive). This dataset has 19 input attributes (13 binary and 6 attributes with 6-8 discrete values) and 1 output attribute (die, alive) as shown in Table 1 . For the union-based fuzzy neural networks, we use 3-uniformly distributed Gaussian membership function overlapped in 0.5, and set NU=25. We select 50% of the data from the two classes evenly as random for the training and the rest 50% is used for testing. Genetic algorithms optimize binary connection weights. After that gradientbased learning further refines these optimized binary connection weights in the unit interval. The parameters used in this experiment are as follows: GA: population size 400, generation no. 500, crossover rate 0.9, mutation rate 0.01 Gradient-based learning : learning rate 0.01, iteration no. 1000. 20 time independent simulations have been performed with different training and testing data set selected from the two classes evenly. Table 2 describes the average diagnosis rate over 20 time independent simulations. As a result of the simulation, the resulting number of rule after 20 time independent simulations is 12 to 21. As is shown in the result, the optimized union-based fuzzy neural networks have 12 to 21 rules covering most of the essential input space with reasonable diagnosis rate. 
Conclusions
This paper applied union-based fuzzy neural networks to intelligent diagnosis of hepatitis disease. Union-based fuzzy neural networks can guarantee a reduced knowledge base with subset of all possible rules by allowing union in the rule antecedent. Genetic algorithms optimized the binary connections of the union-based fuzzy neural networks, and then gradient-based learning refined the optimized binary connections in the unit interval. To show the applicability of the proposed method, we considered the hepatitis disease dataset available on the Machine Learning Repository site at the University of California at Irvine. As can be seen in the simulation results, union-based fuzzy neural networks can be successfully applied to diagnosis of hepatitis disease with a reduced number of rules.
